
Biostat.|Lec2|Definition&pruposes of biostat.

 Best definition of statistics is given by

Croxton and Cowden :the science, which

deals w/ collection, presentation,

analysis and interpretation of numerical

data.

 Statistics is a widely-used tool in virtually

all fields of science and technology, It’s

the corner stone of any research.

 Definition of Biostatistics : application of

statistical methods to medical, biological

and public health related problems.

Statistics in clinical medicine

*Statistical methods try to quantify the

uncertainties present in medical science. It

helps the researcher to arrive at a scientific

judgment about a hypothesis.

Statistics in PH & CM

*Statistics finds an extensive use in PH and

CM .

*Statistical methods are foundations for

public health administrators to understand

what is happening to the population under

their care at community level as well as

individual level.

Role of statisticians

 To guide the design of an experiment or

survey prior to data collection.

 To analyze data using proper statistical

procedures and techs.

 To present and interpret the results to

researchers and other decision makers.

Role of Biostatisticians

•identify and develop treatments for dz’s

and estimate their effects.

• Identify RFs for dz’s .

• Design, monitor, analyze, interpret, and

report results of clinical studies.

• Develop statistical methodologies to

address questions arising from medical/PH

data.

• Ultimate objective -
improve the health of individual &

community.

Data Vs. Info

* Information >>is a collection of data that

has been processed and analyzed.

*When data are processed, interpreted,
organized, structured or presented so as to

make them meaningful or useful, they are

called information.

Uses and Application of Statistics

➢It presents facts in a definite form.

➢It facilitates comparisons.

➢It simplifies the masses of figures.

➢It helps in formulating and testing

hypothesis.

➢It helps in prediction.

Biostatistics in Health Sciences

✔ Biostat. is used extensively in

epidemiology.

✔Defining normal and not normal in

context of various aspects related to health

and illness.

✔ Establishing the accuracy of the diagnostic

procedures.

✔ Planning of experiments and analysis of

results.

✔Assessment of treatment protocol and

different interventions used for care and

treatment of the pts.

✔ Collections, analysis, and dissemination of

various population health statistics.



Basic Concepts

▶Homogeneity ( �٘ፀ픈ϩꞰೣ䄘 ���� �Α��ೣ픈Α)
All individuals have similar values or belong

to same category.

▶Variation (�٘�픈�Ʞೣ䄘 ���� �Α��ೣ픈Α)
The differences in feature .
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▶Population

The whole collection of individuals that one

intends to study.

Can be : Limited / limitless

▶ Sample

A representative part of the population.
▶Random Event

The event that may or may not occur in one

expirement (By chance ;Nobody is sure

whether the event occurs or not)

▶Probability

Measure the possibility of occurrence of a

random event (0&1).

P=1➡if an event always occurs.

P=0➡if an event never occurs

▶Frequency

# of times the event occured in an

experiment or study

F(A)= m/n

Where ;

M➡# of occurences of random event

N➡# of observations

▶Parameter

A measure of population or a measure of

the distribution of population.

◾Parameter is usually presented by Greek

letter (μ,π,σ).

◾Parameters are unknown usually ,to know

the parameter of a population, we need a

sample.

▶Statistic

Ameasure of sample or a measure of the

distribution of sample.

◾ Statistic is usually presented by Latin

letter (s , p, t).

◾Statistic is a figure used to describe

samples taken from the defined population.

___________________________________________

Sampling error

Defined as ➡The difference b/w observed

value and true value.

Three kinds of error :

✔ Systematic error (fixed) (Systematic bias).

✔Measurement error (random)

(Observational error).

✔ Sampling error (random) ,a statistical error
that occurs when an analyst doesn’t select a

sample that represents the entire population of

data and the results found in the sample

don’t represent the results that would be

obtained from the entire population.

The sampling error exists in any sampling

research,It can’t be avoided but may be

estimated.

______________________

Stages of any Scientific Research

✔ Stating problems.

✔ Postulation of research question (s)

✔ Setting research tools.

✔Choosing sampling frame and type
✔ Data collection (a number of related

(variables)

✔Data systematization, summarization, and

tabulation.

✔Data analysis.

✔ Interpretation of results.

✔Drawing conclusions.

✔ Presentation.



✔Descriptive stat.➡describing and

summarizing data bases.

✔Analytical stat.➡ enabling researchers to

take decisions and make judgment

regarding the population being studied.

________________

Concept of setting

➡Study location ; can affect results

Types :

✔Natural Setting: Uncontrolled, real life

situation.

✔ Partially Controlled: Manipulated or

modified in some way.

✔Highly Controlled: Artificial environment

for sole purpose of doing research.

Decreases effects of outside influences.

____________________

Sampling&Sampling frame

*A sampling method is a procedure for

selecting sample elements from a fully

defined population.

*A sample is a smaller,

representative,collection of units from a

population used to determine truths about

that population.

*The sampling frame ➡ the list from which

the potential respondents are drawn

Ex:

– Registrar’s office

– Class rosters

________________

3 factors that influence sample

representativeness:

✔ Sampling procedure.

✔ Sample size.

✔ Participation (response).

▶Sampling process stages :

◾Defining the population of concern.

◾Specifying a sampling frame, a set of

items or events possible to measure.

◾Specifying a sampling method for

selecting items or events from the frame.

◾Determining the sample size.

◾ Implementing the sampling plan.

◾Sampling and data collecting.

◾ Reviewing the sampling process.

When might you sample the entire

population?

• When your population is very small.

• When you have extensive resources.

• When you don’t expect a very high

response.


